WAYNE SENIOR

I am delighted to provide a reference in support of WAYNE SENIOR.

Three years ago the Wellington Orpheus Choir - one of New Zealand’s leading Choral Societies numbering some 100 members - commissioned Wayne to do the choral and instrumental arrangements for an evening of Cole Porter.

They re-visited the programme last year with myself at the helm conducting and with his customary flair Wayne provided two more extended sequences for the Choir In these as in his earlier arrangements he demonstrated a complete mastery of his art with his sophisticated and stylish arrangements for both the Choir and the 12 piece jazz combo.

His work is of the highest quality and displays his formidable expertise as an arranger both in his technical skill and also his formidable imaginative and creative powers.

It was a great pleasure working on the material and with Wayne and I hope that there are many more opportunities to do so in the future.

Mark W Dorrell